LITERATURE OF THE HOLOCAUST

During and in the aftermath of the dark period of the Holocaust, writers across Europe and the United States sought to express their feelings and experiences through their writings. This book provides a comprehensive account of these writings through essays from expert scholars, covering a wide geographic, linguistic, thematic, and generic range of materials. Such an overview is particularly appropriate at a time when the corpus of Holocaust literature has grown to immense proportions and when guidance is needed in determining a canon of essential readings, a context to interpret them, and a paradigm for the evolution of writing on the Holocaust. The expert contributors to this volume, who negotiate the literature in the original languages, provide insight into the influence of national traditions and the importance of language, especially but not exclusively Yiddish and Hebrew, to the literary response arising from the Holocaust.

Alan Rosen is most recently the author of The Wonder of Their Voices: The 1946 Holocaust Interviews of David Boder (2010) and the Sounds of Defiance: The Holocaust, Multilingualism, and the Problem of English (2005), editor of Approaches to Teaching Wiesel’s Night (2007), and co-editor of Elie Wiesel: Jewish, Moral, and Literary Perspectives (2013). He lectures regularly on Holocaust literature at Yad Vashem’s International School for Holocaust Studies and other Holocaust study centers. His current book project is entitled “Killing Time, Saving Time: Calendars and the Holocaust.” Born and raised in Los Angeles, educated in Boston under the direction of Elie Wiesel, he lives in Jerusalem with his wife and four children.
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